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Abstract

Previous works have shown correlations in text
between political ideologies and moral foun-
dations expressed in the text. Additional work
has shown that policy frames, which are used
by politicians to bias the public towards their
stance on an issue, are also correlated with po-
litical ideology. Based on these associations,
we are interested in developing models which
combine features of the language used on so-
cial media microblogs, specifically Twitter, as
well as how politicians frame issues on Twit-
ter, in order to predict the moral foundations
used by politicians to express their stances
on issues. This abstract presents the details
of our annotation process and the resulting
dataset, annotated for use in future morality-
based prediction tasks. We also present our
initial steps towards accurately modeling polit-
ical discourse on Twitter in terms of language,
ideology, and message framing, as well as how
these components relate to the moral founda-
tions expressed in tweets.

1 Introduction

Social media microblogging platforms, specifi-
cally Twitter, have become highly influential and
relevant to current political events. Such plat-
forms allow politicians to communicate with the
public as events are unfolding. Further, politi-
cians are able to express their stances on issues
and by selectively using certain political slogans,
also reveal their underlying political ideologies
and moral views on an issue. Due to the associ-
ation of morality with political ideology, it would
be beneficial to understand, detect, and apply fea-
tures of morality to political discourse analysis
models.

We are therefore interested in exploring how
political ideology, language, and framing interact
to represent morality on Twitter and can be com-
bined together for the analysis of real world polit-
ical behavior. Previous works have studied fram-

ing in longer texts, such as congressional speeches
and presidential debates (Fulgoni et al., 2016; Tsur
et al., 2015; Card et al., 2015; Baumer et al., 2015;
Tan et al., 2018), as well as on Twitter (Johnson
et al., 2017). Ideology measurement (Iyyer et al.,
2014; Bamman and Smith, 2015; Sim et al., 2013;
Djemili et al., 2014) and polls based on Twit-
ter political sentiment (Bermingham and Smeaton,
2011; O’Connor et al., 2010; Tumasjan et al.,
2010) have also explored framing. The associa-
tion between Twitter and framing in molding pub-
lic opinion of issues (Burch et al., 2015; Har-
low and Johnson, 2011; Meraz and Papacharissi,
2013; Jang and Hart, 2015) has also been stud-
ied. The connection between morality and polit-
ical ideology has also been explored in the fields
of psychology and sociology (Graham et al., 2009,
2012). Applications of the Moral Foundations
Dictionary, a set of unigrams expected to indicate
each moral foundation, have also been studied spe-
cific to Twitter (Garten et al.; Lin et al., 2017).

Different from these works, we: (1) study the
tweets of politicians in which the content is care-
fully crafted; (2) explore how ideology, framing,
and morality interact on a fine-grained level; (3)
propose that political slogans are more indica-
tive of the moral foundation of a tweet. To date,
most works follow a key word based approach
(using the Moral Foundations Dictionary pro-
vided by Haidt and Joseph), which we observed
falls short when dealing with political tweets as
politicians craft their messages to carefully reveal
morality via associations to specific aspects of is-
sues. Studying political messaging through slo-
gans can help capture the context and moral as-
pects being discussed in politicians’ tweets.

We present our first steps towards examining the
interplay of political slogans, for example “repeal
and replace” when referring to the Affordable
Care Act, and policy framing techniques (Boyd-
stun et al., 2014; Johnson et al., 2017) as features



for predicting the underlying moral values which
are expressed in politicians’ tweets. The moral
values we are interested in predicting are the five
moral foundations described in the Moral Foun-
dations Theory (Haidt and Joseph, 2004; Graham
et al., 2009). Classifying these foundations in
tweets, as opposed to longer texts, presents unique
challenges due to the short length of tweets and
the resulting lack of context. Furthermore, due to
the highly dynamic nature of political discourse
on Twitter, we propose weakly supervised feature
extraction models to isolate relevant information,
including language and political ideology features.
In future works, this information will be incorpo-
rated into a probabilistic relational model and used
to analyze political tweets at scale.

2 Dataset Annotation

For this work, annotators manually annotated the
Congressional Tweets Dataset (Johnson et al.,
2017) using the moral foundations shown in Ta-
ble 1. We chose this dataset because we are in-
terested in studying the language, framing, and
morality of U.S. politicians, as opposed to the gen-
eral public. To the best of our knowledge, this is
the first dataset of U.S. politicians on Twitter to
be annotated for the morals described in the Moral
Foundations Theory. We initially attempted to use
Amazon Mechanical Turk, but found that most
workers would choose the Care/Harm or Fair-
ness/Cheating label a majority of the time. There-
fore, we chose two annotators to manually anno-
tate a subset of tweets, agree on general guide-
lines, and then label the remaining tweets of the
dataset. To achieve a neutral, unbiased annotation,
we chose annotators with different self-reported
political ideologies, i.e., one liberal and one con-
servative annotator.

Labeling tweets, and thus classifying their
frames or morals, presents several challenges.
First, tweets are short and thus lack the context
that is often necessary for choosing a moral view-
point. Tweets are often ambiguous, e.g., a tweet
may express care for people who are being harmed
by a policy. Another challenge was overcom-
ing the political bias of the annotator. For exam-
ple, if a tweet discusses opposing Planned Parent-
hood, the liberal annotator typically viewed this
as Harm (i.e., taking services away from women
and thus hurting them), while the conservative
annotator tended to view this as Purity (i.e., all

MORAL FOUNDATION AND BRIEF DESCRIPTION
1. Care/Harm: Care for others, generosity, compassion,
ability to feel pain of others, sensitivity to suffering of oth-
ers, prohibiting actions that harm others.
2. Fairness/Cheating: Fairness, justice, reciprocity, recip-
rocal altruism, rights, autonomy, equality, proportionality,
prohibiting cheating.
3. Loyalty/Betrayal: Group affiliation and solidarity,
virtues of patriotism, self-sacrifice for the group, prohibit-
ing betrayal of one’s group.
4. Authority/Subversion: Fulfilling social roles, submit-
ting to authority, respect for social hierarchy, leadership,
fellowship, respect for traditions, prohibiting rebellion
against authority.
5. Purity/Degradation: Associations with the sacred and
holy, disgust, contamination, underlies religious notions
of striving to live in an elevated way, prohibiting violating
the sacred.
6. Non-moral: Does not fall under any other foundations.

Table 1: Brief Descriptions of the Moral Foundations.

life is sacred). To overcome this bias, annota-
tors were given the political party of the politician
who wrote the tweets and instructed to choose the
moral foundation from the politician’s perspective.
Finally, as noted in Johnson et al., tweets present
a compound problem: tweets often present two
thoughts, some of which can even be contradic-
tory. This results in one tweet having multiple
moral foundations. Annotators chose a primary
moral foundation whenever possible, but were al-
lowed a secondary foundation if the tweet pre-
sented two differing thoughts.

The resulting labeled dataset has an inter-
annotator agreement of 79.2% using Cohen’s
Kappa coefficient. Table 2 presents a summary
of the statistics of the original dataset and the dis-
tributions of the moral foundations present in the
labeled portion of the dataset.

Several recurring themes continued to appear
throughout the dataset including “thoughts and
prayers” for victims of gun shooting events or
rhetoric against the opposing political party. The
annotators agreed on the following general guide-
lines for these repeating topics: (1) The Purity
label is used for tweets that relate to prayers
or the fight against ISIL/ISIS. (2) Loyalty is
for tweets that discuss “stand(ing) with” others,
American values, American troops or allies, or
reference a demographic that the politician be-
longs to, e.g., if the politician tweeting is a woman
and she discusses women-related issues. (3) At
the time the dataset was collected, the President
was Barack Obama and the Republican party con-
trolled Congress. Therefore, any tweets specifi-



CATEGORY
OVERALL PARTY

REP DEM

All 92457 48504 43953
Labeled 2050 894 1156
Care 524 156 368
Harm 355 151 204
Fairness 268 55 213
Cheating 82 37 45
Loyalty 303 63 240
Betrayal 53 25 28
Authority 192 62 130
Subversion 419 251 168
Purity 174 86 88
Degradation 66 34 32
Non-moral 334 198 136

Table 2: Distributions of Dataset. Overall is across
the entire dataset. Party is the Republican (Rep) or
Democrat (Dem) specific distributions. All represents
all tweets in the dataset after filtering. Labeled rep-
resents the portion of tweets labeled for policy frame.
The remaining categories are the number of tweets for
each moral foundation from the Labeled portion of the
dataset.

cally attacking Obama or Republicans (the major-
ity party) were labeled as Subversion. (4) Tweets
discussing health or welfare were labeled as Care.
(5) Tweets which discussed limiting or restricting
laws or rights were labeled as Cheating. (6) Sar-
castic attacks, typically against the opposing polit-
ical party, were labeled as Degradation.

3 Initial Results

We have designed initial weakly-supervised fea-
ture extraction models to identify representations
of unigrams, political slogans, and frames from
politicians’ tweets. The unigrams used as the ini-
tial source of supervision for the global models are
either taken directly from the Moral Foundations
Dictionary (MFD) or from unigrams that the an-
notators stated they found most useful for choos-
ing a moral foundation (AN). These features are
then combined into global Probabilistic Soft Logic
(PSL) models which are used to predict the moral
foundation expressed in a tweet.

Table 3 presents the results of our supervised
experiments using these initial models. The first
column lists the features of the PSL model. The
second column presents the results of the model
when using the MFD unigrams as the basis of the
initial PSL model. The final column shows the re-

sults when the AN unigrams are used as the initial
source of supervision.

One interesting finding is that the AN unigrams
produce better average performances when only
unigrams are used for features. Models that in-
corporate more abstract textual representations, in
the form of political slogans and frames, tend to
perform better when using the MFD-based uni-
grams. This suggests that the AN unigrams, which
are tuned specifically to the political Twitter do-
main may be more useful than dictionary-based
unigrams, when only unigrams are available. Con-
versely, because the MFD unigrams are designed
to capture the idea of morality, these models have
weaker results when using only unigrams as fea-
tures, but higher results when combined with more
abstract features.

PSL MODEL MFD AN

MAJORITY VOTE 12.5 10.86
UNIGRAMS ONLY 7.17 8.68
UNIGRAMS + SLOGANS 67.93 66.50
UNIS + SLOGANS + FRAMES 72.49 69.38

Table 3: Overview of Macro-Average F1 Scores of PSL
Models. Majority Vote represents the traditional base-
line of using a majority count of presence of unigrams.

4 Future Work

In our continuation of this work, we will con-
duct more detailed feature analysis experiments
to better understand the effects of different un-
igrams and slogans on moral foundation predic-
tion in tweets. We will also explore the usefulness
of jointly modeling policy frame and moral foun-
dation prediction. Our ultimate goal is to apply
these models for various political discourse analy-
sis tasks, such as political ideology or stance pre-
diction.
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